How-To Draw Odi the Coyote
by Anisi Baigude

Materials: A piece of paper, drawing materials such as colored pencils, crayons, or color markers

1. Using brown, draw a round shape for Odi’s head.
2. Draw a smaller round shape inside for the snout.
3. Draw the nose inside the snout shape, and fill it in.
4. Using a dark brown or black, draw two smaller round shapes for eyes on Odi’s face.
5. Back to using brown, draw curved lines from Odi’s cheeks to snout on each side of the face, where the dark fur and light fur meet.
6. Using red, draw a curved line for the mouth.
7. Using brown, draw Odi’s ears in the shape of triangles. Draw a line from the corner of the ear to the head to separate the outside and inside of the ears.
8. Use red or another color for Odi’s t-shirt. Draw squares for the sleeves and a bigger square on the body, almost as wide as Odi’s face.
9. Using brown, draw the bottom of Odi’s body using a curved line.
10. Draw legs in the shape of tubes, and the arms slightly smaller tubes.
11. Using yellow or another color, draw straight lines for the straps of Odi’s backpack, then curved lines for the parts behind Odi.
12. Using brown, draw Odi’s tail with two curving lines.
14. Color it in! Tip: leave some white of the paper around the eyes.
15. Sign your finished drawing of Odi!